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Abstract 

As n vision sv.rtetn of cuctotrotrrorts mobile robot 
I V I I ~ C I I  moves dotrg a pipe and carries out pipe works, 
srrclr m ~veldtrg, rron&.stn~c?ive inspection cordso on. is 
constntcted Tlte mhor can tnove dong a pipe and find 
ohstnrctioris wlziclr offerr exist orr //re pipe. If it is 
necessmv. the robot ccor move over thetn. Irr onkr to 
rei-o,qnize the position, shqe  mrcl dime~tsiotr of the 
ol>.stncctiot~, n visitd setrsing svstem qplied monocrtlar 
tnotion stereo wm cartstnrc'ted m cor eye of the 
autonomous mobile robot. Parfinlldy, a new 
al,qorithm, hy wftic.fr 3-13 object shqe  and forward 
movinq dstoice o f  robot cat1 he &teered 
sittiultcn~eorts(y, \vm itrve.sligate(L As the w.vrrlt, it is 
confirttiedtf~at this system is effective as n visrinl sensor 
of crrrtotiatnorrs t~iobile robot. 

1 Introduction 

Authors has been cleveloping an autonomous mobilc 
robot which moves along a pipe and canies out pipe 
works, such as welding, nonclestructivc inspection and 
so on 11 1. Howevcr, because some obstructions oken 
exist on the pipe, the mobile robot should have ability 
to find and move over it. In this case, the robot should 

as flange or branch pipe. The robot systcm is 
mnstructcd by the robot bocty, a CCD camera, an Image 
digitizer, a personal computer and so on. Thc CCD 
camera observes the front area of the robot and can 
move In lateral direct~on to reali7e the monocular 
motion stereo vision. The image &a acquired by the 
CCD camera is transformed into digital data through the 
image cligitizr (256 X 240 X bbit), and taken into 
personal computer (CPU: Pentium 200MHz). The 
image data are processed in the personal computer, and 
the shape of the slit light is recognized Then the 
motion of robot is controlled. 

recognix position, shape and dimension of the FIE. 1 Autonomous mob~le robot 
obstruction to move over i t .  Therefore, clevelopmenl of 
a vision system for the robot was tried In this study, a 
visual sensing system applied monocular motion stereo 
wa. umstructed for a vision of autonomous mobilc 
robot which is movable along a pipe and inspects pipe 
joints. Particularly, a new algorithm, by which 3-D 
object shape and tbm~ard moving dstance of robot can 
be dctectdsimultaneously, was investigated. 

2 Mobile Robot System 

Figure 1 shows a photograph of mobile robot which 
moves dong a pipe and moves over obstructions, such 
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Fig.3 Principle of monocular motion stereo 

3 Monocular Motion Stereo Vision 

Figure 2 shows an schematic illustration of the 
mobile robot and CCD camem which can move in 
lateral drection to  realize the monocular motion stereo 
vision. Figure 3 shows principle of stereo vision in this 
system. At phaqe I ,  the camera exists on the original 
position 0 and acquires image 1. Then the camera 
moves to the right direction (X drection) by a and the 
robot moves forward (Z direction) by b during 
movement of the camera Accordingly the camera 
moves to  a point 0 '  and acquires another image here. In 
the figure, hl and hz mpresent image planes of the 
camera at 0 and 0' and have coordinate systems of 
o-xlyl and o-xzyz respectively. Accordingly the 
position of the remarking point of an object (X, Y,Z) is  
projected to a point (x l , y l )  in the image plane hl and a 
point (x2,yz) in the image plane hz respectively. The 
transforming equation is shown as follows: 

where f is focal distance of the camera lens. 
Accordingly, the three dimensional position of object 

(X, Y,Z) and forward moving dstance of the robot b are 
given by the following equations. 

Therefore, if the matching between a remarking point 
in plane hl and that in h2 is realized, the position of the 
point in a three dimensional space and forward moving 
distanceof the robot b are easily obtained. 

Generally, in order to  obtain both 3-D shape of an 

(a) Conventional method (f"oving distance bl 

(b) New method 

Fig.4 Conventional and new stereo vision 

object and moving distance of robot, it is necessary to 
acquire two images at 0 and 0' respectively in the 
conventional s t e m  vision by two cameras as shown in 
figure 4 (a). In the conventional method, the vision 
system should process four images and accordngly the 
p m s i n g  time increayes consi&rably. On the contrary, 
using the new method, 3-D shape and moving distance 
b can be calculated by only two images acquired at 0 
and 0'. Therefore, the calculation time can be saved 
remarkably and it is  possible to realize the high speed 
image processing and real time control of the robot. 

4 Detection of Optical Flow 

4.1 Template Matching Method 
In order to detect the forwardmoving distanceof robot 

and 3-D shape from two images obtained at position 0 
and O', template matching method was applied In this 
method, a template way set in an image hi acquired at 
position 0 and then most similar area way searched in 
another image h2 a? shown schematically in figure 5. 
The similarity between template and the s&ed image 
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Fig.5 Template matching method 
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Fig.6 Parametric template space 

area was evaluated by normalized correlation. 
Furthermore, not only gray scale data but also color data 
expressed by Y W  color system were applied to 
calculation of normali7ed correlation so as to increase 
the reliability of template matching(21. 

Generally, searching resolution of the compondng 
points between two images is limited to acc'um'y of 
pixel order of the image. However, it is dcsirablc to 
improve the matching resolution up to sub pixel of the 
image using some algorithm, such as pruabola fitting 
and pwmctric template method In this study, the 
parametric template method waq applied to template 
matching(31. In the parametric template matching, 
plural tcmplatcs construct a template space. The 
parametric template space is constructed by plural vertex 
templates and parametric templates obtained by linear 
fitting using fitting parameter as shown in figure 6. 
Applying this parametrictemplate matching, high speed 
and sub pixel matching between reference image and 
parametric template is realized. 

4.2 Template Matching Test 
In order to estimate the resolution of the template 

matching betwcen two images obtained at camera 
position 0 and 0, template matching t a t  was 
pctiormed. In this experiments, the camera was moved 
along only lateral dimtion to simplify the test 
amdi tion and estimate accumcy precisely. Template 
matching tcst was pcrformed using four conditions 
niixcd with normalijrd correlations used gny scale data 
and color scale cfita, pambola fitting (PF) and parametric 
tcmplate matching (PT). Figure 7 shows the testing 
rcsults. In the figure, (a) shows histogram of .r-direction 
component of optical flows in an image and(b) that of 
y-dmtion. The template matching conditions and 
standid deviation of x and y component of optical flow 
an: also shown in the figure. From the figure, it is 
confirmed that the least value of s tandd  deviation is 
obtained in parametric template using color data 
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Fig.7 Histogram of optical flow 

5 Detection of Forward Moving 
Distance 

Forward moving distancx: of the robot from position 0 
to 0' can be estimated by optical flows obtaincd by 
above mentioned method Accordingly, forward moving 
distance h was experimentally measured using the 
method proposed. In this case, a flat object with fine 
texture surface was put at 500mm from the camera 
Generally the value b must have single datum and 
aocordingly the histogram of b should have one peak. 
Howe\.er, it have often two peaks p~actically. Figure 8 

Fig.8 An example of histogram with two pcaks 

Fig.9 Correction of histogram 
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Fig. 10 Recognition of foward moving distance 

shows an example of histogram of h with two peaks. In 
this m e ,  the h i s t o g m  is shown sepamtely in two 
categories, such as in y<O and y>O. The separation 
occurs by the unexpected movement of the camera 
(robot) along v-axis. Therefore, b values of these two 

peaks were calculated and &ta were corrected. In this 
system. average value 01' b at two peaks was ahpted as 
the forward moving distanct as shown in figure 9. 
Figure 10 shows mcasurod results of tbnvard moving 
distance, where the moving distancc was changed from 
4mm to 90mm. The detection ermr E of h is dispersed 
within a range of + 0.3mm approximately and average 
error E was +0.13mm. 

6 Recognition of 3-D Shape of Object 

The spatial positions of points in the acquired image 
can be estimated by optical flows using equation (3). 
However, practically, some low-reliable &a exists in 
the data obtained by above mentioned method, bemuse 
of unclear images, matching crror and so  on. 
Accordingly, the reliability assessment of data b was 
performed, andonly &ta with high reliability were used 
for dstance image. Furthermore, in or&r to eliminate 
noise in the image, a median filter was applied. 

Fig. 11 shows recognition m u l t  of' a part of a steel 
flange put in fiunt of the robot. In the experiment, the 
dstance from camera to flange was set at 420rnm. The 
lateral moving distance of camera, (4 was fixed to 
8.0mm and fomlard moving distance, b, was changed 
from 8 to 20mm. As the results of preliminary 
experiments, the template s i x  waq selected to 9 X 9 
pixel and matching area 3 1 X 3 1 pixel. As the 
experimental results, average emjr of + 0.39mm in 
measurement of dstance from camem lo flange was 
ob ta in4  which is cal~vlated by reliable data From thc 
figure 11, some matching error are m g n i z c d  due to 
unclear texture of flange surface. However, approximate 
shape of the flange was obtained Therefore, it is 
recogni7al that the method is effective to detect forward 
moving distance and3-D shape of an object and apply it 
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Fig. 11 Distance image of a flange 

to vision sensor of autonomous mobile robot. 

7 Conclusions 

Main results obtained are surnmarizeda3 follows: 
1) A visual sensing system applied monocular motion 
stereo was constructed to detect 3-D object shape and 
forward moving distance of robot simultaneously. 
9) Applying color and panmetric template 
matching, high reliable template matching with 
accuracy of sub pixel is realized. 
3) In order to compensate measurement error of optical 
flows due to moving e m r  of camera, a method to 
correct data by evaluating and correcting forward moving 
distance obtained was proposed. 
4) As the results of measurement experiments of steel 
flange, the average ermr of t'omlard moving distance of 
h0.29mrn and good image of 3-D object shape were 
obtained. 
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